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Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their  
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a 
lot of gear and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera 
and took over the photography. Before digital photography and 
personal computers, Loie and I used to make picture albums for 
our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the 
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the 
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in 
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish 
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a 
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the 
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t 
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See Driving 
the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And we got the Europe bug, 
so went to Italy and France, sometimes on trips that were mainly 
Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.

So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we 
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips. 
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites. 

Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered 
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like 
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When 
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects 
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.

So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks 
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay 
installment.

Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand in 
notebooks. For our trip Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest Stones 
she bought a netbook computer and began to write her diaries with 
it. That made formatting the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the net-
book was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written 
notes. 

Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some 
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style 
shortcuts. So, when you see + meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,” 
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a 
hand-written diary.

Navigation Tips

These interactive PDFs include… 
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events,  use 
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy; 
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and; 
various hyperlinks.

You may also just page through by… 
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or; 
right side tapping/right left swiping; 
depending on your viewing device.

➧  Zoom the pictures to examine details.
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Day 7: Wednesday, November 5, 2008—Gardens Walk
We walked our feet to stumps; it was a wonderful day.

Day 8: Thursday, November 6, 2008—Villa Giulia Etruscan Museum
Not the restaurant we had hoped to find. Strange and intriguing 

museum.

Day 9: Friday, November 7, 2008—Coliseum, Pantheon, Monte Testaccio, 
Sunset, Caravaggios
Walked all over the place; found an elephant that was a chick.

Day 10: Saturday, November 8, 2008—Print Market, Ripetta, Doria 
Pamphilij, Pincio sunset, Perfume
Rain could not dampen enthusiasm.

Day 11: Sunday, November 9, 2008—Giolitti, Monte Cittorio, Collegio 
Romano, Hadrian’s Temple, Capitoline Museums, Tabularium, San 
Pietro in Vincoli, Enoteca Antica
Gelato, bands, views, chains and a good supper.

Day 12: Monday, November 10, 2008—Return

Afterword
 No Title

Table of Contents
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Day 7: Wednesday, November 5, 2008—Gardens Walk

Dropped cheese treats out window for cat. Not interested 
in sausage!

Most of the garden walk.* Got going around 10 AM 
no breakfast. Bus to Piazza Venezia, Mary & I saw #44 to 
Montalcini waiting. B read the Routes sign, was pretty certain 
it was going to work. Waited a few minutes for driver. Once 
underway, followed route on map—when we seemed to be 
close but headed away, got off. A few minutes of verifying 
location, on our way. Little lane up into Park,** then there we 
were. Explored only a little bit. I exclaimed this was where I 
wanted to live. Trees alive with big green parrots. Mary said 
she had heard of such, none of us had.

The weather had looked threatening as we started, but by 
then it was crystalline. Lovely big pines and palms on a hill. 
No real views of downtown. Started down the way B thought 
we should go, street not named on the map. Asked a jogger, 
he not familiar with the Park. As he got to the bottom of the 
hill, we saw him motion “out.” So all well. Past a travertine fascist 
nasone, with bronze Wolf head intact. No fasces.

Jig and jogged along Route as laid out on B’s map. Worked 
fine. Found a bit of foot/bike path along walls: 17th c. Mura 
Gianicolensi. Saw a fixer upper just inside.

Reached correct gate, found we were on street of fixer upper. 

* I had downloaded itineraries for about six walks. The Medieval was one, and 
this another. My notes said: This “walk” would take about an hour hiking right 
along. It would make for a long day if one wished to linger in all of the gardens. It’s an 
interesting idea, though. It would be a good introduction to the geography of the river 
valley.

** The first objective was the park of the Villa Doria Pamphili.

Popped across into Villa Sciarra-Wurts. Found a 1st fountain. 
Took a footpath along the wall, looking out through shooting 
portals. Footpath was at tree level, above main ground level.

Down some “running steps,” under Arbor, to the ground 
level. Saw a tortoise fountain, with a girl on its back and 
a faun behind. We were at the western end of the Villa, as 
hoped. Saw the Putti and Passions fountains. Along to the 
east, found a path that skirted the top of the hill for far views 
of Rome, through the trees.

Took path down the hill, it was muddy and rutted with 
the recent rains. A jungle, going to wild. A folly tower @ 
bottom of hill, surrounded by wire fence. Gate led out onto 
street—we sort of recognized having driven up it on the bus. 
Via Dandolo, route correct so far. Down the hill, river wards. 
Crossed a line of old Aurelian walls. Navigated down to Porta 
Portese, found the restaurant we had such a time with last 
trip. Still closed! Nothing else for lunch in evidence.

Crossed Ponte Sublicio into Testaccio. Passed Amphora foun-
tain. Dry. B pointed out the hill up which we would be headed. 
Spot of bother finding a restaurant, but did see some awnings 
off a side street. Many places closed. At lunch time!!

Final find was very good. Tratt. di Buccatino, v. Lucca della 
Robbia & Vanvitelli. Sidewalk table. Pasta, rabbit, veal, all 
good. Grappa as gift from the old men sitting next to us. Their 
waiter brought out a bottle of something golden—we couldn’t 
help look. They offered a taste—best grappa ever!

Headed out to climb Aventine Hill. Corner of Hill, looked 
up. Big bird—heron! Ed saw another. In the middle of the city. 
Longish walk north along River. Past a space @ bottom of hill 
full of old bits of stone. Shelves of sculpture fragments.

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft24.htm
http://roma.andreapollett.com/S3/roma-ft24.htm
http://roma.andreapollett.com/S4/vatic31.htm
http://roma.andreapollett.com/S4/vatic31.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Doria_Pamphili
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Sciarra_%2528Rome%2529
http://www.spyrome.com/en/amphora-fountain.html
http://www.spyrome.com/en/amphora-fountain.html
http://www.bucatino.com/
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B getting worried about the cliva/little lane—by this time 
approaching the Piazza Bocca Della Verità. Then there it 
was—cobblestone, walled, quiet. Up the hill! Past the book-
shelf chimney. Huffed up. Cats ambling through iron gates. 
Spot where 2 filled in arches faced each other 8 feet above 
street.

Turned into via S. Sabina & found orange tree garden. View 
to W. and North from little terrace spectacular. All the way to 
Trinità dei Monte.

Had worried about rain—B wore his rain jacket & carried 
mine, so—no rain. Afternoon light rich, sky clear. Orange Tree 
Garden popular, terrace almost crowded. Lovely lounging for 
a few minutes. Cats—perhaps some from the lane?—posed 
against sunny walls. Over to the corner & out—into the 
courtyard of the Santa Sabina. Mask fountain running nicely. 
B went around the search for the doors—and when back every-
one was standing in front of them!

On the terrace, a young lady had asked about the keyhole. 
Brief conversation—she French? But living in Rome. Was 
guiding her friends, admitted she knew little about the “tour-
ist” spots. So of course we saw her at the doors & loaned her 
the binoculars. Light was waning, but viewing still nice. Gave 
her instructions for finding the keyhole.

Toured church using Cadogan. Ancient pillars, Mosaic 
tombs—one in floor. Found a pillar in wall with excavated 
floor before it. Must be original from Roman Temple. Coins 
on floor at bottom. Chapel. Martyrs stone.

On way out, met our young friend again. She confirmed 
that taxi driver confirmed location of keyhole. Didn’t trust us.

Walked down to keyhole for view of dome. Funniest thing 
ever. Perfect. Paint all worn away around keyhole from every-
one leaning on it.

Per Cadogan, little piazza odd—with tiny obelisks & plaques 
all around. Got back in short line for another view. After 
Santa Sabina, had read about St. Alexis, where martyr’s stairs 
were in chapel. Couldn’t figure out location. After keyhole, 
heading back to end of walk, between keyhole and Santa 
Sabina—lo & behold—St. Alexis! M & E went to sit in garden 
while we explored church. Found Chapel, with plaster sculp-
ture of St. Alexis under a glass case containing wood stairs. 
Sign said Saint Alexis died “sleeping under stairs.” Not as in 
the Cadogan—pushed down them. Research needed.

Went down via Santa Sabina, through the Rose Garden. Brief 
stop to notice roses blooming, but pretty dark by now. To 
Metro Circus Maximo. Turned out Metro packed. Waited 
through 2 trains w/ no way to get on. I recommended taxi. 
No obvious taxi stands, so after consulting bus map, decided 
to bus up Circus Maximo to Piazza Venezia—then up Corso 
to home.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santa_Sabina
http://www.fodors.com/world/europe/italy/rome/review-180092.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexius_of_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rome_Rose_Garden
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From the piazza, up these stairs…





…into the park of the Villa Doria Pamphili. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Doria_Pamphili
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The Villa Doria Pamphilj in the distance. Time prevented our seeing the actual gardens there.
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City walls built by Urban VIII in the 17th century.



























Now through this gate into the  Villa Sciarra-Wurts. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Sciarra_%2528Rome%2529
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The Fontana dei Fauni.
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A forlorn, nameless and waterless little grotto.
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Arrow or rifle slits in the Papal walls.











Loie’s “running” or exercising stairs.
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Finding the “Putti” fountain.





Three biscione on this fountain.
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Fountain of Human Passions.
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Approaching a viewpoint across the river to the center of Rome.
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Now we are walking down a path out of the villa, into the Trastevere neighborhood.
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Closed: no lunch!
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Walking across the Ponte Sublicio into Testaccio.
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).











Lunch appears in the distance. Saved!
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Along the river back on the east side, looking for a special way up the Aventine Hill.
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At last!
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E d f i nd s  a not her 
wolf’s head. Two in one 
day!
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This view is across the river to the Janiculum Hill, where we were walking this morning.















There must have been rain earlier, but the day has been perfect for us.
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The upper left-most panel is supposedly the oldest known depiction of the Crucifixion.
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The interior of the Santa Sabina.
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Wikipedia:
In a corner of the narthex is a short spirally ribbed 

stone column with a strange polished black stone on 
top shaped like a round loaf of bread. This is the lapis 
diaboli. By tradition, the Devil threw it at St Dominic 
while he was at prayer in the church and smashed the 
paving slab on which he was kneeling. Was it a meteorite 
originally? The present stone is not, but looks like an 
ancient Roman scale-weight, examples of which have 
survived in other Roman churches.

































In line to peek through the keyhole in the door into 
the Villa del Priorato di Malta, one of the Rome proper-
ties of the famous Knights of Malta.



Our little camera couldn’t really get it, but…
Three countries: The Italian state recognizes the 

sovereignty of the Knights of Malta and the Vatican. 
So, standing in Italy, looking through the garden of the 
State of Malta, and seeing the dome of St. Peter’s in the 
Vatican.
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Poor St. Alexis, dead under his parents’ stairs. And 
there are the actual stairs in a golden reliquary.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexius_of_Rome
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Day 8: Thursday, November 6, 2008—Villa Giulia Etruscan Museum

Sunny, a bit chillier in a.m. but warm & pleasant by 1 p.m.—
light socks, books, tank, light sweater okay.

Breakfast at Luna d’Oro. Today we promised Mary not to 
walk her feet off. Started out 10/10:30 on a bus to the Etruscan 
Museum in Flaminio. Bucky’s choice spot on, we got off the 
bus, walked down a few feet & were overlooking Villa Giulia.

Of course not everything in the museum was open & some 
of the bigger better artifacts were elsewhere. The palace itself 
was a place for summer parties, Julius III’s (1551-1553). He had 
it frescoed & filled with statues, a beautiful courtyard, nym-
phaeum. Lots stripped away but still lovely. The nymphaeum 
had an overgrown floor mosaic with a squid & dolphin fight-
ing/biting & a man/sea monster–Neptune? The nymphaeum 
provided a cool spot during the summer. I wish I could have 
attended one of those parties!

Tons of artifacts, all in cases with similar items together. 
Rooms arranged geographically, mostly by tombs or excava-
tions. Beautiful things, but little sense of how they made a life.

Bits of the Temple that is reconstructed in a side courtyard.
Temple of Apollo. Weird frieze of the Seven against Thebes, 

with the brains eater.* Apollo of Veii. Sarcophagus of the Spouses.

* This was the note. It must have been taken from the exhibit signs. Research has 
utterly failed to turn up any documented corroboration of the identification.

There absolutely was a frieze of a battle, and one figure had its mouth on 
another figure’s head. I have found a dozen web sites containing the text “A 
reconstructed frieze displaying Kreugas eating the brain of his enemy,” which is 
on the Wikipedia entry for the museum. I bet everyone else has copied that entry.

Entries on the Seven Against Thebes say nothing about a copy in the museum, 
and every entry on Kreugas describes him as a boxer, with the story of how he was 

Asked about a restaurant that was supposed to be on the 
“piazza,” but some kind of research mistake. Decided cafeteria 
no good, back into town on same bus.

Convenience supper at Rei degli Amici. Walk down the 
hill to Trevi Fountain for a night view.

killed. So what the heck we actually saw is a mystery.
2014-12-22: Success! In researching identifications for our Interlude VII: Alyssa 

Travels, I found “Tydeus also appears in Aeschylus’s play Seven against Thebes, 
as one of the “Seven”. He faced off with the defender Melanippus. He killed 
Melanippus, but was mortally wounded by him. The goddess Athena had planned 
to make him immortal but refused after Tydeus in a rage devoured the brains of 
the defeated Melanippus.” — http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tydeus.

So the Wikipedia entry for the museum was wrong! And still is. Mystery solved.
Different Greek authors told different versions of the life of Tydeus. But he is 

definitely the brain eater. Poor old Kreugas has been woefully maligned.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Etruscan_Museum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Etruscan_Museum
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Giulia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apollo_of_Veii
































Hmmm…“Chapel/Mother of Divine Providence/of the arch dark/dedicated to.”
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The Villa Giulia.
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The reconstructed Etruscan temple.
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Back into town for supper at Re degli Amici.
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“A crest is featured on the plain marble trough in piazza del Nazzareno, which bears a buffalo’s 
head for the Del Bufalo family; it was heavily restored [and moved to here] in the late 1950s. Over 
the doorway of their palace, facing the fountain, is a similar head.
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“Order.”
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A store Loie wanted to visit during opening hours. But no street signs in the pictures!
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The next few pictures are of the Little Fountain of the Lovers, on 
the side of the Trevi Fountain. According to H. V. Morton…

Of more general interest is the custom of throwing coins in the 
fountain, which makes the Trevi the world’s leading receptacle for this 
form of propitiation. The antiquity of the custom is illustrated in a 
story told by Lanciani. He said that in 1852 the Jesuits who owned the 
warm springs in Bagni di Vicarello, on the northern slopes of Lake 
Bracciano, decided to send a gang of workmen from Rome to clean out 
the central spring, which had become choked up. In draining it, the 
workmen came upon a layer of bronze and silver coins of the fourth 
century ad, beneath this they found gold and silver of the imperial 
period with votive cups od silver; lower still they found a stratum of 
Republican coins and so on, layer after layer, until they came upon 
objects which represented offerings made before the time of minted 
coinage. These were rough scraps of copper. Even this was not the 
end. At the bottom of the spring was a deposit of stone arrowheads 
and polished stone implements which had been cast into the water by 
prehistoric men…

As far as the Trevi goes, the custom is of course a revival, and a 
recent one. I have come a cross no reference to it earlier than the late 
nineteenth century. Hawthorne had his character Miriam* go to the 
Trevi and sip the water in order to ensure her return to Rome, and that 
would be about 1860. But she did not throw a coin. The [coin throw-
ing] custom was in full swing when Baedeker brought out the eighth 
edition of his guide to Rome in 1883. The ritual consisted of taking a 
drink of Trevi water (in the left hand, some purists insisted), and then 
casting a coin into the water. Travellers in those days were, of course, 
drinking Acqua Vergine before it** became “non potabile,” but, should 

* In The Marble Faun, by Nathaniel Hawthorne; 1860; Boston, Ticknor and 
Fields.

** The fountain, not the acqueduct. The fountain’s water nowadays is conserved 

anyone wish to observe the rite in full, this can still be performed with 
perfect safety. In the righthand corner of the fountain a kindly munici-
pality has installed a supply of Acqua Vergine Nuova for the benefit 
of Roman lovers. This is known as the Fontanina dei Fidanzati*** [also 
degli Innamorati], the little fountain of the sweethearts, and is some-
times visited by engaged couples if one of them must leave Rome. They 
should go there at night, taking with them a new glass, and having 
filled it at the fontanina, they should each drink and then smash the 
glass on the rocks. This is said to make their reunion a certainty.

So, we did. We bought souvenir glasses in a shop by the Trevi 
fountain, shared a drink, and broke the glasses. We put ours in the 
plastic shopping bags from the store and broke them on the pave-
ment, well wrapped up, so that the broken glass wouldn’t go all over 
the place.

Of course none of us thought it was necessary to undertake this 
ritual. It just seemed like fun. And perhaps good insurance against 
the vicissitudes of a rude world.

by being recirculated, and is treated with chemicals to keep it clear of algae and 
bacteria. The water being supplied by the acqueduct is perfectly fine.

*** Google says “boyfriend,” Intertran “sweetheart, lass.” Innamorati is of course 
“lovers,” or perhaps more classically, “the enamoured.”
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The plastic wrapping bags were a pretty good idea.
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Giving the orders to go out and find a water source.



Courtesy of Ed

A virgin maid points out the perfect source. Hence, Acqua Vergine.



Courtesy of Ed
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Day 9: Friday, November 7, 2008—Coliseum, Pantheon, Monte Testaccio, Sunset, Caravaggios

day passes—Colosso
coffee & cornetti & bathrooms that washed the unsuspect-

ing cheaters
Forums (fora?)
Minerva’s pig Chick
Matanelli’s
Pantheon / pizza lunch
corner where Rocca’s café wasn’t
L & B Monte Testaccio (taxi), Mary & Ed explore
demonstration
Vittorio Emanuele—not top, elevator 7€
Caravaggios
Herder bookstore
Supper @ Edy’s, Vicolo del Babuino



Feta Cheese the Cat.







Breakfast by the Coliseum.











Fontana al Colosseo
Aquae Urbis Romae: Waters of the City of Rome:
Construction Begun: 1930 ad, completed: 1930 ad
Three tall niches in the brick wall.
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Off on a walk up the Via dei Fori Imperiali, to see the other forums.
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From the Largo Corrado Ricci on, the east side of the street is blocks of forums: of Nerva, of Augustus, finally, of Trajan.
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And across the street, on the west, is the immense momument to Vittorio Emanuele II, unified Italy’s first king.



Bits and pieces of the forums.
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The legend is that when Mussolini built the street 
between his palace and the Colosseum, he had 
bronze statues of the forums’ builders installed as a 
kind of sop to those who resented his destroying so 
much archaeology.











Mary & Ed discovering.





















Trajan’s market.
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Trajan’s Forum, still not open to the public, but…
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At last the scaffolding is removed…



and Bucky gets a good binoculars look at the famous inscription.
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The Temple of Venus Genetrix, with Caesar’s forum just beyond, on the west side of the street.
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In the far background, the Colosseum, where we began.
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Next, walking north to the Pantheon!
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The Pigna (Pinecone) Rioni fountain.
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On our way to the Pantheon, we took a somewhat roundabout route to walk past…



Minerva’s Chick.

http://roma.andreapollett.com/S1/roma-c1.htm
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The Pantheon, and Ed.



Into the Pantheon, worshipping at Raphael’s tomb.
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The center of the Pantheon, directly under the oculus.
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For the terminally curious, this is the place (across from the Pantheon) Rocca’s café was supposed to have been in Roman 
Holiday. So, obviously, the café scenes must have been filmed elsewhere.
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Lunch.











After lunch, L & B on to Testaccio. Except a demonstration prevented our taxi from going all the way.

















Monte Testaccio, again!



The “ground” is a mass of broken pottery: that’s all it is! (The guide who unlocked the gate, supremely indifferent to the 
experience, stayed behind.)











No idea. Mystery.







One big reason for this adventure was the Views: alas, not exactly magnificent.























Pottery, 2,000 year old pottery.





Our entry-key “guide” faithfully awaits. This time.











Back in the inner city, we find Il Facchino, one of the Talking Statues.

http://www.romeartlover.it/Talking.html










Popped in to the courtyard of the Palazzo Doria Pamphilj just to have a look.







To have a real Day of Views, up to the terraces of the Vitorio Emanuelle II. With the famous sunset flocks of starlings in 
the distance.
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The travel diary notes a visit to Herder’s bookstore, and 
“Caravaggios,” but there are no pictures of the route or the finds!

Herder’s we must have stumbled across on our way to the 
Contarelli Chapel, Church of San Luigi dei Francesi. The bookstore 
is famous for antiquarian materials; we had looked for it without 
success on a previous trip. I was interested in a reprint of the Urbis 
Romae Topographia with the map by Palatino. No luck, never 
heard of it.

We had a time finding the chapel, but did eventually.
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Day 10: Saturday, November 8, 2008—Print Market, Ripetta, Doria Pamphilij, Pincio sunset, Perfume

Feeding Feta Cheese the Cat feta cheese out the window. 
Out at 10:00 for breakfast @ Cafe Luna d’Oro—third or fourth 
time! B enjoying his spremuta.* On to Galleria Doria Pamphilij. 
Detoured past Palazzo Borghese & found the antique print mar-
ket in the piazza. Another Roman Holiday scene!

Found the fountain of the port of Ripetta and the f lood 
columns. Saw a church in the Cadogan (page 109). Detoured 
past and through it! St. Lorenzo in Lucina.

Pretty little piazza. Our next place to stay? Rain was threat-
ening so we charged down the Corso. Sprinkles began just 
as we made it to the Doria Pamphilij then real rain rocketed 
down. The courtyard was pretty in the rain.

Interesting “Museum.” The Cadogan didn’t match the 
museum’s brochure map, the pictures were just on walls any 
old way, we assume a typical collection display. Bad natural 
lighting, some too high up to really see.

Found the biggies—2 Caravaggios, Velasquez portrait 
of Innocent, some other nice bits. Hideous late Baroque or 
rococo gilt & silly ceiling frescoes. The stuff of nightmares. 
Walked home.

Stopped at tourist kiosk for info on via Appia & aqueducts. 
Found the Archaeobus no longer goes all the way out to the 
aqueducts!

Rain sprinkling as we neared home. Stop at our grocery 

* Fresh squeezed orange juice supposedly from blood oranges, although if 
they’re not in season from other oranges. Ed was so taken by the idea he bought 
an electric orange juicer/squeezer just like the ones in the caffe when we got back 
home.

store. Home lunch.**
I napped while Ed & B walked up the Pincio hill from the 

Piazza Popolo. B’s notes—stage set up in Piazza. Wonderful 
sunset with flocking, wheeling starlings.***

We walked out to look for restaurant near Piazza San 
Lorenzo in Lucina. On the way, we saw a perfume store that 
looked interesting. Trouble finding the restaurant—then, not 
open! Back to Piazza San Lorenzo. Across from the perfume 
store a huge new bulding was some kind of cultural center—
craft show. I bought a necklace with a chili pepper pendant. 
Perfume shopping also. Nothing B liked but I got perfume.

Back to restaurant—full, all reserved. Back to our street, 
Cafe Luna d’Oro closed. Ended up @ Re degli Amici, just 
because it was easy.

** Mary noted: “Bucky assembled a good meal from the refrigerator: bresaola 
with rocket, a green salad with tomatoes, cheeses, beef carpaccio, olives, fresh 
mozzarella, pear with gorgonzola, bread. The type of at home meal that’s become 
our standard when the four of us travel togeher. And the usual two bottles of 
wine—one white and one red.”
*** Mary noted: “Almost 5 pm. Bells at the church around the corner on Via del 
Babuino, Santa Atanasio, are ringing. It’s a pleasant bell, one with a deep sound, 
and I’ve enjoyed hearing it although I haven’t figured out the intervals at which it 
rings. Another normal sound for this location is the music from the conservatory 
just down the street. This morning we heard operatic singing, a female voice. At 
other times we’ve heard various individual instrumentals as well as orchestral 
practice.”





We keep seeing this sign, but never go there.













Another fountain! Bucky is obsessed by seeing all of them.





Courtesy of Ed





Palazzo Borghese. A Roman Holiday location!





Walking toward the river, and the Ripetta. The old Flood Column in the distance.











Courtesy of Ed









This column used to stand closer to the 
river, and thus lower down. It marks the water 
levels of ancient floods that occured before 
the lungotevere were built to contain f lood 
waters.

This spot used to be the port of Ripetta. It 
was here the barcaccia docked. Don’t these 
old boats look just like the one in the fountain 
at the Spanish Steps?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lungotevere
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Porto_di_Ripetta




Courtesy of Ed













This 1703 fountain used to be on the port’s grand steps, on the river bank.





Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed













Courtesy of Ed





Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed





Balcony of the river side of the Palazzo Borghese.

















We’ve come out on the Piazza di San Lorenzo in Lucina. The portico of the eponymous church is on the extreme right, 
the building that housed the craft exhibition flies banners on the left.







Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



















A rioni badge on a trash can. Don’t trust 
them: We’re in Rioni IV, Campo Marzio.















Courtesy of Ed









Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



This ancient sundial we did not, alas, get around to finding.





































Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed

We did get to see the obelisk whose sundial we didn’t.



Lunch at home.









Courtesy of Ed

Bucky and Ed out to the Piazza Popolo for the sunset.



Courtesy of Ed
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Courtesy of Ed

The starlings begin to flock for the sunset show.



Courtesy of Ed
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Day 11: Sunday, November 9, 2008—Giolitti, Monte Cittorio, Hadrian’s Temple, Collegio Romano, 
Capitoline Museums, Tabularium, San Pietro in Vincoli, Antica Enoteca

Cool & clear in the morning, pleasant afternoon—last full 
day.

Did a few packing up things before setting out for 
odds & ends. Out in search of Tebro—not open @ 10 AM 
but maybe later? Then to find the elusive—despite all the 
signs along the Corso—Giolitti—a nice old shop, good café, 
scrumptious pastries (rice, pignoli tart, & Ed’s pick—choc 
profiterole.)* We were sort of glad not to have found Giolitti’s 
the first day else we would all be even fatter going home. An 
Obama poster was across the street. Not sure what the text 
meant.

While sitting outside the café we heard a band marching 
along the adjacent street. We headed in that direction & found 
the band playing in front of the beat up Egyptian obelisk.**

I went into a crafts show & bought a goofy “good luck” 
necklace.

Hadrian’s temple columns and a Green Man. Around 
streets, including street of cats. Collegio Romano. On to 
the Capitoline Museum—saw Dying Gaul & R and R again. 
Lunch at museum—slow service seated on terrace in back of 
Palazzo Caffarelli under the tent. Then, into Pinocoteca and 
really looking at the Caravaggios. B expounding on the differ-
ences between C’s Deposition and a very formal Renaissance 

* Mary noted: “Assorted pastries + a profiterole that we shared. Tart w/ filling of 
pine nuts, golden raisins, dense custard w/ lemon filling - my favorite.”

** The obelisk is in the Piazza di Montecitorio, opposite the Palazzo Montecitorio. 
The Montecitorio is a small man-made hill. Mary noted “Band played Sousa’s 
‘Washington Post March.’ ”

perspective picture. (Ed old enough for senior discount but 
not eligible—not an EU citizen.) 

B & I split from M & E—they to Tebro (open @ 3:30), we to 
S Pietro/Chains to see Moses—spectacular except 50¢ bought 
about 60 seconds of illumination! The chains looked a bit 
flimsy. The “Halloween” display was ghastly. Tebro closed. B 
sick, Edy’s closed, supper @ Antica Enoteca—for Mary salad of 
radicchio, pear & walnut, free choc. brownie dessert. More 
or less only place open—tucked away in a back corner after 
waiting a bit.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Montecitorio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palazzo_Montecitorio
http://romeartlover.it/Vasi23.html
http://www.anticaenoteca.com/


















The door into paradise…

















Courtesy of Ed



The “beat up” obelisk on the Piazza de Montecitorio. Monte Citorio is one of the (very) minor hills of Rome.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Montecitorio


Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed
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Remains of Hadrian’s Temple incorporated into a wall 
of a bank.



Courtesy of Ed
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St. Ignatius (of Loyola) church.





Courtesy of Ed





















































Bucky gases on about the Collegio Romano, the Rome Meridian, and the Noonday Gun.







At top right is the tower from which noon time keeping was regulated.









Cat Street! Neat!







The Rome offices of Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A., the largest insurance company in Italy, on the Piazza Venezia. Classy.









A niche in the Insula Romana dell’Ara Coeli, ancient ruins at the base of the Vitorio Emanuelle II monument.

















Up the Cordonata to the Capitoline Hill.



















Views of the Forum from the balcony of the Tabularium, part of the Museum complex on the Hill.



















Peeking up at top left, the upper level of the Colosseum.





The southern Alban Hills.

























In the museums. The Dying Gaul.

















































Lunch snacks on the museum terrace.





















Michelangelo’s Moses for the tomb of Pope Julius II in the church of San Pietro in Vincoli.



St. Jerome’s Vulgate Bible described Moses as “horned.” It’s a complex idea.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moses_%2528Michelangelo%2529










The chains that bound Saint Peter when he was imprisoned in Jerusalem.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_of_Saint_Peter
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Day 12: Monday, November 10, 2008—Return

M in running gear @ 6:45, taxi waiting, 30 mins to 
Fiumicino. Left @ 10 a.m. (not 9:45). 4 hours out, turned 
around, back to Shannon! Medical emergency.* 

Now on ground in Ireland @ Rome time 2:15. Depart again  
3:45.

* Mary noted: “Soon after departure announcement requesting trained medical 
personnel to assisit ill passenger—3 nurses stepped forward.

Hour west of Shannon watched plane image on monitor reverse itself, 2 min 
later announced heading to Shannon so ill passenger could get medical treatment.

Arrived Shannon 2:15 local time.
Told will receive connecting flight information in Newark.
All passengers in our section of the plane dealing with the reasonably well.
On ground at least 1.5 hours, take off @ 3:50 local time.
Didn’t see much of Ireland—green fields, stone fences, fields go to sea’s edge, 

herd of cows.
Ed overheard someone saying that the sick passenger was sick when boarding, 

had some problem with medications—crew not allowed to discuss per company 
policy.

Attendant said another meal will be srerved—we had brought pancini on board 
for our lunch—to avoid airplane food—attenant commented that we were smart

Just announced it will be 6 hrs 52 mins, until arrival in Newark est, arrival time: 
6:47 pm



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Courtesy of Ed



Saying farewell to Maurizio, who never did come over for that drink.









Good thing Loie was watching Pouchy-wouchy.
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No Title

No, no title because no great insights. We just had a wonderful 
time assuring ourselves there was still magic in Rome, despite the 
gefoogleties of missed appointments—one of which led to our 
meeting Giovanni at Monte Testaccio—and spits of rain and this 
and that.

We had a good time, ate roasted chestnuts and gelato, saw mar-
velous art, delved into Roman Holiday and vacationed like tourists.

Felt like we were home.
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